
Visual UI Integration Guide



   Desired Policy Coverage Type

   Business Requirements

   Technology Requirements or Restrictions

   Marketing Strategies

    A diversified client base where perhaps you 

    need to have all options at your finger tips

VISUAL UI INTEGRATION GUIDE

As a technology company, we realize that at the end of the day these are your clients, 

ultimately your end users attendees, so instead of one-size fits all structure we have 

multiple options with examples of integration options for you to choose from based on:



We have put together some UI examples for each integration type which we can provide 

to you, or you can create your own UI if you wish, as long as it contains these three 

requirements to adhere to the Department of Insurance guidelines:

- TicketGuardian Logo

www.ticketguardian.net/terms-conditions/
- Link to our Terms & Conditions URL 

(can be a “Learn More” or “Additional Info” etc.)

- If Optional, you also must display price which 

is a dynamic field and part of our API 

This UI Integration Guide is just the visual example of our core Development Guide.  

For our complete API and Widget integration options, please visit the following URL

https://docs.ticketguardian.net/ 





This guide breaks the examples down into two main 

versions based on your marketing strategy:

MANDATED
Mandated on every ticket to offer our Full Attendee Coverage which allows the 

participant to file a claim for any reason what-so-ever if they cannot make the 

event and therefore provides a virtual refund policy for the event. This option almost 

entirely eradicates your exposure from friendly fraud chargebacks and refunds requests.  

Additionally, our mandated product has the highest increase in click-through 

conversions, adding top-line revenue.

OPTIONAL
The optional selection allows the attendee to determine if they want to take the 

coverage on their purchase or not.  With the multiple ways that we can deploy 

this product to fit your needs, the potential to generate additional revenue, reduction 

in risk exposure and increased customer peace of mind, there is no reason not to 

add this to your offering.





MANDATING ON EVERY TICKET OPTIONS

If as a marketing decision to differentiate yourself in the marketplace you choose to 

offer TicketGuardian on EVERY ticket to increase customer confidence, sales conversions, 

decrease exposure from chargebacks and reduce refund requests we recommend a UI 

that you market the value throughout the sales process and website along with the 

following module in your checkout flow.

Additionally, by mandated this on every ticket your customers will receive our 

Full Attendee Protection coverage, which covers them from not being able to attend 

for any reason they control what-so-ever.



MANDATED UI MODULE EXAMPLE

To keep the value proposition of TicketGuardian coverage throughout 

the purchase flow, it is a best practice to keep TicketGuardian viewed as

a 3rd party agnostic service on behalf of the attendee as shown in the 

UI example above.



MANDATED ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS

We understand that some platforms and ticketing software will NOT allow us or 

anyone to integrate into their checkout flow yet their clients still want to offer 

the TicketGuardian protection for ALL of their attendees. For these scenarios, 

or to get to market with our mandated product and without any technological 

integration, we can accomplish this via the following options:

• Upload a daily or weekly purchased tickets CSV directly on your client dashboard

• Create a simple, secure FTP between TicketGuardian and your servers
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MANDATED ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS
CONVERSIONS RATE BY TICKET PRICE TIERS



TicketGuardian understands that events and partner company philosophies differ, 

so we offer two coverage and advertising types for our partners: 

When providing our TicketGuardian coverage to your client’s attendees as an optional 
choice during their purchase flow, we can give you a few different UI options, each with 

different variations and conversions statistics:

      OPT-OUT
      CHECK BOX

      OPT-OUT
      PRE-SELECTED

      OPT-IN
      SELECT

      

OFFERING AS A CUSTOMER OPTION AT CHECKOUT





OPT-OUT | CHECK BOX

The highest conversion statistics we see within our book of business is with our Opt-Out 

Check Box UI as seen above. We tested dozens of iterations of this concept and arrived at 

this version as the best converting as well as most obvious to the attendee.

As you can see, we use a large blue checkmark which based on color psychology, conveys trust and 

confidence as well as is very evident. Additionally, like all of our Optional UI Modules, we also include 

recognizable icons of common perils that can keep an attendee from being able to attend and gives 

the confidence to take the coverage.



OPT-OUT | CHECK BOX
CONVERSIONS RATE BY TICKET PRICE TIERS
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OPT-OUT | PRE-SELECTED

Some clients prefer to show a Yes/No or Accept/Decline described option for their customers. 

Within this thought process, we convert best with the Opt-Out Pre-Selected ”Yes” or “Accept” 

or “Protect My Purchase” UI as seen above.

As you can see, we use a large blue radial button which like all our branding based on color psychology 

conveys trust and confidence as well as is very evident. Additionally, like all of our Optional UI Modules, 

we also include recognizable icons of common perils that can keep an attendee from being able to 

attend and gives the confidence to take the coverage.
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OPT-OUT | PRE-SELECTED
CONVERSIONS RATE BY TICKET PRICE TIERS



OPT-IN | ATTENDEE SELECTION

Some clients prefer to show a “Protect My Purchase” or Yes/No or Accept/Decline 

described option for their customers. A choice is then required from the attendee to 

either accept or decline the protection coverage on their tickets.

As you can see, once selected, we make a choice very visible and uses a large blue radial button 

which like all of our branding based on color psychology conveys trust and confidence as well as is 

very transparent. Additionally, like all of our Optional UI Modules, we also include recognizable icons 

of common perils that can keep an attendee from being able to attend and gives the confidence to 

take the coverage.
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OPT-IN | ATTENDEE SELECTION
CONVERSIONS RATE BY TICKET PRICE TIERS





TICKETGUARDIAN INTEGRATION OPTIONS

FULL API INTEGRATION

JAVASCRIPT CHECKOUT WIDGET INTEGRATION

Option 1

Option 2

CUSTOMIZATION 
FLEXIBILITY



Option 1

 

Full API Integration

Full API integration gives you the most control and flexibility over the 

user flows when offering TicketGuardian to your customers.

Full API Integration also allows you to pass additional information when 

creating policies for more advanced integrations such as reverse API calls 

and utilizing our w hooks to notify when a claim is processed and trigger 

you to push that ticket back into your inventory. 

CUSTOMIZATIONEASY INTEGRATION



Integration Requirements: 
You will need to have access to the following  

to integrate TicketGuardian via API:

- Access to the server side checkout code

- TicketGuardian API Credentials (See our Quickstart Guide)

- Experience in integrating REST APIs directly for Policy 

creation and charge API calls.



Option 2

JavaScript Checkout Widget Integration

JavaScript Widget integration is composed of a set of tools that will 

allow you to quickly and easily inject the TicketGuardian offerings to

your customers without much heavy lifting. Because of the ease of integration 

this option is slightly less customizable than the Full API  Integration.

CUSTOMIZATIONEASY INTEGRATION



Integration Requirements: 
You will need to have access to the following 

to integrate TicketGuardian via API:

- Access to the server side checkout code to embed the Front-end JavaScript code

- Access to the Back-end or API of your system to trigger the necessary JavaScript 

code in your checkout process during the purchase transaction function. 

- TicketGuardian API Credentials



3424 Via Oporto #204. Newport Beach, CA 92663

hello@ticketguardian.net

844-849-4827 
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